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Abstract :   
 
Submarine-fan channels can build the largest sediment accumulations on Earth, but our understanding 
of flow and sedimentation processes related to channel evolution remains limited. Results from physical 
and numerical modelling predict dominantly downstream channel bend migration. However, observations 
and evolutionary models for aggradational submarine channels on passive margins suggest that bends 
are dominated by lateral expansion. This paradox may be due to limitations induced by the use of constant 
width channels in process studies. Constant width has been used for two reasons: partly because this is 
the simplest possible case, but primarily because the width variation around submarine channel bends is 
unknown. Channel width variations are examined from an active channel reach with 49 bends and three 
inactive but unfilled channel reaches with a total of 35 bends from the Congo Fan. Each bend was divided 
into 13 cross-sections, and for each cross-section, channel width was measured for the channel base, 
and at 10 m vertical increments up to the height of the channel banks. The results indicate that channels 
are typically wider around bend apices than around inflections. We argue that this morphology suggests 
that channels are controlled by bank-pull (outer bank erosion), with later deposition at the inner bend, 
similar to many rivers. The implications of these spatial changes in channel width around bends for 
sedimentation and channel evolution are explored, and we suggest that such changes may account for 
the contradictions between physical and numerical modelling, and seafloor observations. Integration of 
these channel width data with the known climate history of the Congo Fan, further suggests that the 
magnitude of channel width variation at bend apices may be controlled by allogenic forcing, with larger 
flows associated with greater width variations around bends. 

 

Highlights 

► Width variation around bends in submarine-fan channels is similar to rivers. ► Submarine-fan channels 
are controlled by bank pull (outer bank erosion). ► Bank pull has profound implications for flow and 
sedimentation processes. ► A general wider apex region suggests point-bar development nearer the 
bend apex. ► Width variation is linked to flow characteristics, in turn related to climate. 
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section, channel width was measured for the channel base, and at 10 m vertical 

increments up to the height of the channel banks. The results indicate that channels 

are typically wider around bend apices than around inflections. We argue that this 

morphology suggests that channels are controlled by bank-pull (outer bank erosion), 

with later deposition at the inner bend, similar to many rivers. The implications of 

these spatial changes in channel width around bends for sedimentation and channel 

evolution are explored, and we suggest that such changes may account for the 

contradictions between physical and numerical modelling, and seafloor observations. 

Integration of these channel width data with the known climate history of the Congo 

Fan, further suggests that the magnitude of channel width variation at bend apices 

may be controlled by allogenic forcing, with larger flows associated with greater 

width variations around bends. 

 

Keywords 

Submarine channel, Congo, Channel morphology, Sedimentation, Bank pull, 

Quaternary, Monsoon, South Atlantic 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Many large submarine-fan channels derive their sediment source from large rivers 

(e.g. Amazon, Indus, Bengal, Congo and Magdalena). Over time, channels on 

submarine-fans develop a complex network, which build the largest sediment 

accumulations on the ocean floor (Flood and Damuth, 1987; Kolla and Coumes, 

1987; Curray et al., 2003). Generally, sediment gravity flows enter a network of 

distributary channels, via a single canyon, of which usually only one channel is active 
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at a time. These flows can interact with the channel by eroding and depositing 

sediment, before finally depositing sediment as lobes at the end of the channel 

(Wynn et al., 2007; Prélat et al., 2010; Pickering and Hiscott, 2015). Additionally, the 

sediment-laden flows can be highly destructive for seabed infrastructure such as 

seafloor cables and pipelines (Heezen et al., 1964; Carter et al., 2009; Pope et al., 

2017). Furthermore, the deposits of submarine channel systems, particularly channel 

fills and lobes, can form significant hydrocarbon reservoirs (Clark and Pickering, 

1996; de Ruig, 2003; Mayall et al., 2006). A better understanding of how channels 

migrate, and the depositional processes associated, can help improve geohazard 

assessment, and understanding of the internal architecture of such reservoirs.  

 During sea level highstand, many submarine-fan channels show reduced 

activity since most river load is trapped on the inner continental shelf and is not 

transported to the canyon head (Wetzel, 1993; Burgess and Hovius, 1998; Covault 

and Graham, 2010). However, a channel on a submarine fan may stay active during 

highstand (e.g. Burgess and Hovius, 1998; Covault and Graham, 2010), for instance 

if the canyon is directly connected to the river, as observed for the Congo River 

(Heezen et al., 1964; Babonneau et al., 2002; Savoye et al., 2009) or through storm-

induced flows transporting sediment across the shelf and into the channelised 

system (Kudrass et al., 1998; Guiastrennec-Faugas et al., 2020).  

Laboratory experiments and numerical simulations have suggested that 

submarine channel bends have thinner point-bars relative to channel depth 

compared to rivers, and these are located further downstream of the bend apex than 

in fluvial systems (Fig. 1A; Keevil et al., 2007; Peakall et al., 2007; Straub et al., 

2008; Amos et al., 2010; Darby and Peakall, 2012; Cossu et al., 2015). These 

experiments, and simulations, have all used fixed (non-erodible) channel banks. 
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However, in channels with erodible banks the point-bar position would be associated 

with erosion occurring preferentially at the outer bank, at and beyond the bend apex 

(Fig. 1A). This imbalance of deposition further downstream of the bend apex and 

erosion at the outer bend beyond the bend apex would lead to downstream bend 

migration. However, observations and evolutionary models from aggradational 

channels on passive margins suggest that submarine channels are dominated by 

lateral bend expansion, and that significant downstream bend migration (more than 

2-3 times the channel width) is typically restricted relative to rivers (Peakall et al., 

2000a; Deptuck et al., 2007; Jobe et al., 2016); consequently relatively few bend cut-

offs form (Peakall et al., 2000a, b). This contradiction between experimental and 

numerical models, and observations from modern submarine channels, suggests 

that a key component in the process of sediment deposition around bends is 

missing. One possible answer to this paradox is that submarine channel bends may 

exhibit a width variation around bends, similar to that observed in most rivers and 

incorporated in models (Fig. 1B; Dietrich, 1987; Eke et al., 2014a, b; Duró et al., 

2016), rather than the constant channel width which has been used in laboratory 

experiments and numerical simulations of submarine channels (Imran et al., 1999; 

Straub et al., 2008; Amos et al., 2010; Sylvester et al., 2011; Ezz and Imran, 2014). 

Quantitative analyses of the geometry of submarine channels have been 

undertaken (Clark et al., 1992; Pirmez and Imran, 2003; Konsoer et al., 2013; 

Shumaker et al., 2018; Lemay et al., 2020). However, detailed characteristics of 

cross-sectional morphologies with curvature are rare and typically concentrate on 

intra-channel deposition and erosion (Babonneau et al., 2004, 2010; Nakajima et al., 

2009) rather than on the morphology of the cross-section around bends. Cross-

sectional asymmetry around submarine channels increases with curvature, with 
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maximum cross-sectional asymmetry at bend apices (Reimchen et al., 2016), similar 

to rivers (Knighton, 1982). Such variation of asymmetry around bends further 

suggests that there is an inter-relationship between flow and morphology. 

Nonetheless, Reimchen et al. (2016) is a single study from a channel system high on 

the slope, feeding into a canyon, and it focuses on channel asymmetry. It remains 

unknown whether there are variations in channel width around submarine channel 

bends, and if present what the nature of these variations are. Herein, this question is 

examined using data from the active and several inactive channels on the Congo 

Fan. In summary, the main aim is to examine the variation of channel width around 

bends within individual channels, and between channels, which will be addressed by 

meeting the following objectives: i) to identify appropriate methodologies for 

measuring channel width in complex submarine channel geometries; ii) to elucidate 

the variation of width around bends, and compare to results from alluvial rivers; iii) to 

examine the implications of these variations in channel width around bends in terms 

of sedimentation and channel evolution; iv) to assess whether submarine channel 

bends are dominated by bank-pull (outer bank erosion) or bar-push (inner-bend 

deposition); and, v) to examine the role of climate forcing in controlling variations in 

width around bends. Jo
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of in-channel morphology as a function of bend position 

and curvature for A) an experimental submarine channel with a constant width, 

adapted from Peakall et al. (2007) and Amos et al. (2010); and B) a river channel 

with greater width at the bend apex relative to the inflections, adapted from Trush et 

al. (2000) and Rossi (2012). Positions of maximum erosion (black stripes) and 

aggradation (orange area) are shown. Purple dotted lines represent apex cross-

section and green dashed lines represent inflection cross-sections. Note that the 

areas of enhanced aggradation and erosion are located further downstream relative 

to the apex in the submarine channel than in the river case.  
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2. Width variations around river bends  

 

Bends in rivers typically exhibit a maximum width at the bend apex, although there is 

a full range of morphology, including constant width, wider at bend inflection, and 

channels where bends exhibit no clear pattern (Brice, 1975, 1982; Lagasse et al., 

2004; Hooke, 2007). Bends in actively migrating meandering rivers, the ‗sinuous 

point bar rivers‘ of Brice (1984) exhibit greater widths at bend apices, whereas 

‗sinuous canaliform rivers‘ show constant widths (Brice, 1982; Lagasse et al., 2004). 

Canaliform rivers are marked by greater bank strength as a result of higher clay 

content or bank vegetation, and consequently they exhibit lower lateral migration 

rates at bend apices (Brice, 1984; Luchi et al., 2012). Notably, an analysis of 1495 

alluvial river bends, demonstrates that over 60% had their maximum width at the 

bend apex, with a point bar often present (Lagasse et al., 2004). Wider-at-apex 

channels had a 14% wider width at the bankline from vegetation to vegetation line at 

the bend apex point compared to mean inflection points (Eke et al., 2014a).  

In contrast, a wider-at-inflection width is recognised for many sand-bed and 

gravel-bed rivers and has been incorporated into the concept of a riffle-pool 

sequence (Tinkler, 1970; Keller and Melhorn, 1978; Hudson, 2002). Riffle-pool-

sequences may occur in a pattern in terms of bend planform with riffle areas 

occurring at inflection regions and pool areas occurring at apex regions (Tinkler, 

1970; Keller and Melhorn, 1978; Hudson, 2002). A variable width or a wider-at-

inflection width around bends is often controlled by alternate bar (free bar) formation 

(Zolezzi et al., 2012; Duró et al., 2016). Alternate bars, or free bars, are bars that 

develop spontaneously as a result of instability processes and may occur on either 
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side of the bank or as mid-channel bars (Seminara and Tubino, 1989), which causes 

the channel width to increase at the position of free bars (Zolezzi et al., 2012; Duró 

et al., 2016). 

Although the formation and movement of free bars can initiate width changes, 

ultimately width changes in rivers are controlled by the relative rates of erosion at the 

outer bank and deposition at the inner bank (Eke et al., 2014a, b). Where this 

variation is high, greater width variations occur (Eke et al., 2014a, b). This process of 

width variation, and in turn bend migration, is therefore controlled by deposition at 

the inner bend (bar push) or erosion at the outer bank (bank pull), and their relative 

magnitudes (Nanson and Hickin, 1983; Braudrick et al., 2009; Parker et al., 2011; 

Eke et al., 2014a, b; Matsubara and Howard, 2014; Van de Lageweg et al., 2014; 

Wu et al., 2016). Bank pull is related to initial channel widening, and bar push is 

related to initial channel narrowing (Eke et al., 2014a). Independent results from 

laboratory experiments and numerical simulations suggest that bend migration of 

rivers is typically controlled at the bend apex by bank pull through outer bank erosion 

rather than bar push, for both bed-load and suspended-load deposition (Matsubara 

and Howard, 2014; Van de Lageweg et al., 2014). However, the observed positive 

relationship between suspended sediment load and migration rate in certain systems 

may suggest that bar push dominates in these rivers (Constantine et al., 2014; 

Donovan et al., 2021).  

Constant width, canaliform channels are related to restricted channel banks 

either through vegetation or silt/clay (Lagasse et al., 2004; Luchi et al., 2012; 

Matsubara and Howard, 2014); this acts to restrict the bank erosion rate (Luchi et al., 

2012), in turn limiting width variation. Some mixed-load and suspended-load alluvial 

rivers composed of fine sand to silt/clay also have a nearly constant channel width 
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with steep banks (Page et al., 2003; Matsubara and Howard, 2014). Inner bend 

deposition of these latter mixed-load, and associated suspended-load, rivers 

consists of oblique accretion deposits, which can form in the absence, or on top of, 

point bars. Oblique accretion deposits form in a low-energy environment from 

suspended load and consist of alternating thin sand and mud beds. These beds dip 

mostly towards the channel. Channel migration is low in these mixed-load and 

suspended-load rivers but scroll bars and bend cut-offs are formed (Page et al., 

2003; Matsubara and Howard, 2014). Hence a constant channel width might be 

related to a balance between low energy flows and sedimentation, whereby only 

enough erosion occurs at the outer bank to be balanced by deposition of suspended 

sediment at the inner bend by secondary flow circulation (Nanson, 1980; Matsubara 

and Howard, 2014). 

 

3. Geological setting and study area 

 

The Congo Fan is a large active mud-rich submarine fan situated offshore Gabon, 

Congo and Angola, south of the Gulf of Guinea, on a mature passive margin, 

reaching a maximum water depth of around 5600 m (Fig. 2; van Weering and van 

Iperen, 1984; Droz et al., 1996). The fan is composed of at least 100 channel-levee 

systems from three sub-fans (from north to south: the Northern, Axial, and the 

Southern Fan) with the Axial Fan (210 ka-present) the youngest sub-fan. Within the 

sub-fan a single channel-levee system is active at any given time (Droz et al., 2003; 

Marsset et al., 2009). Abandonment of an active channel is initiated through avulsion 

(Droz et al., 1996, 2003; Kolla, 2007; Marsset et al., 2009). 
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The channels on the Axial Fan are chronologically recorded by the avulsion of 

the feeder channel (Marsset et al., 2009; Picot et al., 2016) and show a total of 52 

almost complete channel-levee-lobe systems, called channel-lobes (Ax1-Ax52) by 

Picot et al. (2016). Four prograding-retrograding architectural cycles were observed 

from analysis of the channel length and avulsion length, whereby channel length and 

avulsion length reach a minimum at the end of each cycle: cycle A (Ax01-Ax13), 

cycle B (Ax14-Ax19), cycle C (Ax20-Ax44), cycle D (Ax45-Ax52), with the current 

active channel being Ax52 (Picot et al., 2016). The age and timing of each 

architectural cycle is constrained by dating and/or proxies from cores (Picot et al., 

2019). Cycles A and B occurred between 210-70 ka with an average channel 

duration of 7.4 kyr; cycle C occurred between 70-11 ka with an average channel 

duration of 2.2 kyr; and cycle D occurred between 11-0 ka with an average 1.4 kyr 

channel duration (Picot et al., 2019). The 52 channel-lobe systems belong to one of 

the Northern, Central or Southern Channels, which are independent from the 

architectural cycles (Marsset et al., 2009; Picot et al., 2016). The Northern Channels 

with the current active Ax52 channel are the youngest channels on the Axial Fan and 

follow an E-W orientation. The Southern Channels, which are the oldest channels, 

follow a NE-SW direction (Picot et al., 2016). The Northern and Southern Channels 

are separated by a topographic low, where the Central Channels occur. The Ax52 

channel is known to be active from frequent cable breaks (Heezen et al., 1964), 

direct flow measurement (Fig. 2; Khripounoff et al., 2003; Vangriesheim et al., 2009; 

Azpiroz-Zabala et al., 2017) and recovery of Holocene fine-grained turbidites from 

cores (van Weering and van Iperen, 1984; Savoye et al., 2009).  

The activity of the Ax52 channel is explained by its connection to the canyon 

and is linked to periods of maximum river discharge (Heezen et al., 1964; Picot et al., 
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2019). The canyon extends 30 km from the shelf edge into the Congo River Estuary 

(Heezen et al., 1964). The architecture and timing of avulsion of the channel-lobe 

systems on the Axial Fan have been connected to climatic factors controlled by the 

West African monsoon. During humid periods, river discharge increases and the fan 

progrades, whilst during arid periods the fan retrogrades (Picot et al., 2019; Laurent 

et al., 2020).  

Fig. 2. A) Location of the Congo Submarine Fan and Congo basin. B) Bathymetry 

map of the Congo Submarine Fan with its individual fans (Northern, Southern and 

Axial Fan). The study area is situated on the Axial Fan, the youngest individual fan of 

the Congo Submarine Fan. The studied channel reaches are part of the Northern 

(Ax52), Central (Ax12) and Southern Channels (Ax02, Ax14). Channel Ax52 is 

currently active. The canyon head is the starting point for channel length 

measurements and is 77 km upstream, as measured by along channel distance, 

from the point of origin used by Babonneau et al. (2002). Grey diamonds represent 

positions of recorded activity; data obtained from Khripounoff et al. (2003), 
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Vangriesheim et al. (2009) and Azpiroz-Zabala et al. (2017). Studied channel 

reaches are shown as white boxes. Outline of fans, location of channels and relative 

age of channels are based on Picot et al. (2019). 

 

4. Dataset and methodology 

 

Bathymetric maps of the area were constructed during nine scientific cruises 

between 1992 and 2001 by IFREMER in partnership with TOTAL. Processed EM12 

multibeam echo sounder (MBES) data provided a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) with a 

100 m horizontal resolution and processed SeaBat7150 MBES data provided a DTM 

with a 50 m horizontal resolution. Absolute vertical accuracy of the water depth for 

both DTMs was 0.5% or lower, corresponding to between 10 m for 2000 m water 

depth and 25 m for 5000 m water depth. ArcGIS 10.3.1 was used to analyse the 

channels, produce slope maps and to generate cross-sections perpendicular to the 

channel centreline. Matlab and ImageJ were used to interpret each extracted cross-

section and to measure the channel width and height (see Section 4.1).  

The channel base was identified as a reference level for each channel 

because channel bank crestlines can be irregular due to previous mass failure 

events (Kane and Hodgson, 2011), and crestline heights can vary substantially 

between inner and outer banks (e.g., up to 80% of mean flow depth, Imran et al., 

1999), and spatially around bends, as a result of deposition from super-elevation 

(Imran et al., 1999). We note that channel bases themselves can be spatially 

variable as a result of knickpoints of the order of 5-30 m in height (e.g., Vendettuoli 

et al., 2019; Heijnen et al., 2020; Guiastrennec-Faugas et al., 2021). However, in the 

observed cross-sections, knickpoints were not observed; if present they are too 
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small to be detected. The channel base is defined as those central parts where the 

slope approximates to zero, between the points where the lateral gradient abruptly 

increases. These gradient changes were identified manually using the bathymetry in 

combination with the slope map of the bathymetric data. The centreline of the 

channel was determined based on the midpoint of these channel base edges. Note 

that the centreline is preferred over the thalweg, the deepest part of the channel, as 

this is simpler to define geometrically and can be measured more accurately. Along 

the channel base centreline, bend apices were identified manually as points of 

maximum curvature and inflections as points of minimum curvature between two 

bend apices.  

Sinuosity, P, defined as the ratio between the distance along the channel, and 

the straight distance between two points, was calculated for each channel reach and 

for each bend (Fig. 3A). For bends, sinuosity is given by the channel centreline 

distance between the up-stream and down-stream inflection points, divided by the 

straight-line distance between these two points (Micheli and Larse, 2010). 

Classifications of straight, low and high sinuosity divisions are variable. The 

transition between straight and low sinuosity has been taken at: 1.05 (Reimchen et 

al., 2016); 1.15 (Clark et al., 1992); 1.25 (Babonneau et al., 2010); or, 1.3 (Van den 

Berg, 1995). Here, the division between straight and low sinuosity was chosen as 

1.2, which is an average of all the studies and the same value as Wynn et al. (2007). 

The transition between low and high sinuosity was defined as 1.5 (Leopold and 

Wolman, 1960; Clark et al., 1992). Consequently, the following divisions were used: 

straight (1≤P≤1.2), low sinuosity (1.2<P<1.5), high sinuosity (P≥1.5).  
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4.1. Methodology for cross-section measurement around bends 

Cross-sections perpendicular to the channel base centreline (Fig. 3B) were taken 

using the right angle and split tool in the editor of ArcMap, for each bend at a series 

of positions. For each bend measurements were taken at the apex (7a), inflection 

points (1ui, 13di), and respectively five equally spaced cross-sections between the 

upstream inflection point and bend apex (2u-6u), and between the bend apex and 

downstream inflection point (8d-12d); giving 13 cross-sections for each channel 

bend. The cross-sections were divided into an inflection region (1ui-3u, 11d-13di; 6 

cross-sections) and an apex region (4u-10d; 7 cross-sections, see Fig. 3B).  

 

Fig. 3. Methodology for measuring: A) sinuosity, and B) width variation around 

bends. A) Sinuosity was measured per channel and per bend. B) Methodology for 

measuring cross-sections around a bend. Flow is from right to left. Thirteen cross-
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sections per bend were measured perpendicular to the channel base centreline 

(dashed line): at the up-stream inflection (1ui, white circle), at the down-stream 

inflection (13di, white circle), at bend apex (7a, grey square) and 5 cross-sections 

between the bend apex and up-stream (2u, 3u, 4u, 5u, 6u), and 5 between the bend 

apex and the down-stream inflection point (8d, 9d, 10d, 11d, 12d). Cross-sections 

were divided into an inflection region (blue dashed ellipses) and an apex region (red 

solid ellipse). 

 

For each cross-section of a bend, channel height (H) was measured from the 

channel base (H0) centreline up to the outer and inner channel bank crests (HOuter 

and HInner, Fig. 4B, C). Similarly, channel width was measured at the channel base 

(W0), and at vertical increments (on the channel centreline) of 10 m, up to the outer 

and inner channel bank crests (Wouter and WInner, Fig. 4B, C). The channel base width 

was defined as the distance between the points where lateral gradient abruptly 

increases. These points were identified using the bathymetry in combination with the 

slope map. It should be noted that this definition of the channel base, may in the 

case of the inactive channels, incorporate latter stage infill and post-abandonment 

draping of the channel both of which would act to increase the width relative to that 

of the original active channel. In a few V-shaped cross-sections that lack a flat floor 

the channel base width was equivalent to a single point within the resolution of the 

DTM. In these cases the channel base width was taken as the width of the two 

adjacent measurement points on the channel cross-section. 

For aggradational channels, channel banks are defined between the external 

levee crests (Kane and Hodgson, 2011; Hansen et al., 2015). The positions of the 

two channel bank crests on the planform map (Fig. 4A) were identified using a 
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combination of bathymetric and slope maps. For individual cross-sections the bank 

crests are typically easily identified. In some cases where the crestline position is 

poorly defined, for instance due to a gentle rise of the banks (e.g., Fig. 4B, inner 

bend and Fig. 4C, inner bend), planform mapping of crestlines (Fig. 4A) is used to 

identify the correct position.  

 Due to the nature of complex topography present within many submarine 

channels, a cross-section from bank to bank may lead to ―erroneous measurements‖ 

(Shumaker et al., 2018). Such ―erroneous measurements‖ occur in the Congo 

channels because of the presence of terraces, which cause the inner bend 

topography to be lower than the topography at the channel bank crests. These 

changes to inner bend topography could lead to an overestimation of the channel 

width due to measuring the channel cross-section twice, either side of the meander 

neck, and incorrect estimates of maximum channel height (see for example cross-

sections D-D‘ and E-E‘ in Fig. 4D, E). Previous workers have resolved this issue by 

excluding such erroneous cross-sections (Shumaker et al., 2018). However, we 

introduce a new methodology that can be used to collect cross-section data from all 

cross-sections in complex topography. An imaginary bank line is introduced that 

compensates for the missing topography at inner bend areas with lower elevations; it 

is here called a trajectory line as it is equivalent to the trajectory line for the migration 

of scroll bars in rivers (Russell, 2017; Russell et al., 2019). The trajectory line (red 

dashed lines in Fig. 4) is obtained by connecting the midpoints of opposite cross-

sections (1ui and 13di, 2u and 12d, 3u and 11d, 4u and 10d, 5u and 9d, 6u and 8d; 

see Fig. 3) to the bend apex (7a), and linking this line to the intersection with the 

inner channel bank crestline. By way of an example, if a terrace was present at the 

inner bend which would lead to an ―unrealistic measurement‖ (Fig. 4 D, E), channel 
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height and width were measured normally up to the channel crest at the outer bend 

(e.g. Fig. 4D, E; position D‘ of line D-D‘, or position E of line E-E‘). However, at the 

inner-bend, bank-top channel width was measured up to the intersection with the 

trajectory line (e.g., Fig. 4E, position c1 for line E-E‘). In rare cases an exception 

occurred if the cross-section did not intersect with the trajectory line. In these cases, 

channel width was measured up the position of the maximum elevation of the inner 

bend along the cross-section (e.g., Fig. 4D, position b1 for line D-D‘). In all cases the 

corresponding channel height is given as the point where the trajectory line 

intersects with the channel bank crest at the inner bend (Fig. 4 D, E, position w1 for 

line D-D‘, and position w2 for line E-E‘).  

In terms of workflow, the cross-sections were extracted from ArcMap using 

the 3D analyst tool and inserted into Matlab where channel base, bank crests, 

channel base centreline, and the vertical 10 m increments above the channel base 

centreline were annotated for each cross-section. Afterwards cross-sections were 

extracted as an image and loaded into ImageJ where channel height, and channel 

widths at different height increments were measured. 
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Fig. 4. Methodology for cross-section measurements in submarine channel bends. 

A) Bathymetric map showing an example of a channel reach with the channel base 

centreline, channel bank crestlines, bend trajectory lines, and the points on the 

centreline (yellow dots) where cross-sections would be taken from (see Fig. 3 for 

details of the cross-sections themselves). For simplicity only 4 channel cross-

sections are shown; lines B-B‘ to E-E‘. The grey lines join the centreline points 

(yellow dots) at equivalent downstream and upstream positions around the bend 

(e.g., points 6u and 8d, see Fig. 3). Trajectory lines are connected along the mid-

points of these grey lines. B-E) Examples of width and height measurements from 

channel cross-sections. At each perpendicular cross-section width and height were 

measured as followed: channel width was measured at the channel base (W0), at the 

channel banks (WOuter, WInner), and at height intervals of 10 m between the channel 

base and channel banks; channel heights were measured between the channel base 

(H0=0 m) and channel banks (HOuter, HInner). B) Simple cross-section close to bend 

inflection, showing an inner bend without a clear crestal position; crestal position and 

height are estimated from the planform map of the crestline on part A. C) Simple 

cross-section close to the bend apex. D) Complex cross-section at the bend apex, 

where the bank to bank section at the height of the crestline, crosses the channel 

twice as a result of a lower elevation of the inner bend. Here, atypically, there is no 

intersection of the cross-section with the trajectory line (red dotted line). In this case 

the measured inner bend position is the position of the maximum elevation of the 

inner bank along the cross-section (position b1). The estimated channel height at the 

inner bend is measured up to the intersection of the trajectory line (red dotted line) 

with the bank crest (w1). E) Complex cross-section close to the bend inflection, 

showing multiple crossings of the channel. The intersection of the cross-section with 
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the trajectory line (c1) is used to identify the inner bend position, and therefore 

identify the true width (see text for details). The estimated channel height at the inner 

bend (w2) is calculated as in D. DTM produced by IFREMER Géosciences Marines 

– ©IFREMER.  

 

4.2. Channel width measurements: definitions and methodology 

There are a number of approaches to measuring channel width variation around 

bends. At the simplest level, and analogous to many measurements in rivers, bank-

top channel width can be measured at the bend apex, and compared to the average 

of the two inflection points (7a, and 1ui, 13di, respectively; see Fig. 3). For each of 

these 3 cross-section positions, the following parameters are measured: 

Bank-top channel width 

     
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

                

 
, 

where WInner and WOuter are the widths as measured at the height of the inner and 

outer banks respectively (see Fig. 4 for details).  

A second approach is to measure the depth-averaged channel width by 

averaging the width measurements at different heights within the channel, for the 

bend apex section, and for the two inflection points: 

   ̅̅ ̅̅̅  
 

 
∑    

                                       

 

     

   

 

and 

         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  
 

 
∑    

                                       

 

     

   
, where    is the position 

at a height of 0 m, equivalent to the channel base,     is 10 m above the channel 

base centreline,          or          refers to the last position with a 10 m increment 
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from the channel centreline before the positions of the lowermost of the inner 

channel and outer channel banks,        is the mean position of the two channel 

banks                 and   is the total number of measurements at all vertical 

positions for each cross-section.  

 One additional factor potentially needs to be taken into account when 

comparing depth-averaged channel width measurements around submarine channel 

bends is that channel bank height likely varies spatially around bends. Whilst super-

elevation of flow in rivers is very small (Leopold, 1982), it can be two orders of 

magnitude higher in submarine channels (Dorrell et al., 2003), and therefore bank 

crestlines vary spatially around bends (Imran et al., 1999). This spatial variation in 

bank heights in submarine channels may lead to a variation in the number of points 

in the vertical between different cross-sections, potentially influencing comparisons 

between sections by making those with more points in the vertical look wider than 

they are. To account for any bias induced by this variation of points a comparative 

depth-averaged channel width is introduced, where the number of points in all cross-

sections at 10 m vertical increments from the channel base (thus excluding channel 

bank positions), is equal to the cross-section with the least vertical increments within 

a bend, and is calculated: 

   ̅̅ ̅̅̅  
 

 
∑    

                 

 

    

   
 and          ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

 

 
∑    

                 

 

    

   
  

where       is the height exhibited by the highest 10 m increment in the cross-

section with the least number of points in the vertical.  

An alternative to only focusing on the bend apex and inflection cross-sections, 

is to examine width changes around a given bend by using cross-sections from 

around a bend, and sub-dividing these into the apex region (4u, 5u, 6u, 7a, 8d, 9d, 

10d, see Fig. 3 for cross-section nomenclature) and the inflection region (1ui, 2u, 3u, 
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11d, 12d, 13di). Such an approach has the advantage of synthesising data from the 

whole bend, and is not reliant on a single cross-section (the apex) or pair (inflections) 

of cross-sections which may not be fully representative of the broader bend. In 

particular, studies in rivers have demonstrated that maximum width is often at some 

point upstream or downstream of the bend apex (Eke et al., 2004a). These aspects, 

in combination with the greater channel depths and the associated topographic 

complexity of the Congo channels, relative to rivers, suggest that this approach has 

potential for providing a broader comparison of bend regions. This approach enables 

the smoothing of any outliers at apices and inflections, and the capture of maximum 

width if it is not located at the bend apex. We then examine how these region-based 

measures compare to those derived from focusing on the individual apex section 

relative to the two inflection cross-sections. As with the apex and inflection cross-

section, the depth-averaged channel width for these apex and inflection regions, 

contain all measurements per cross-section from the channel base to the channel 

banks: 

       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  
 

 
∑    

                                       

 

     

   
  

and 

                ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  
 

 
∑    

                                       

 

     

   
. 

A comparative depth-averaged channel width for these apex and inflection regions is 

also calculated in the same way as for the individual bend apex and inflection cross-

sections:  

       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  
 

 
∑   

                 

 

    

   

 

and 
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                ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  
 

 
∑    

                 

 

    

   
. 

For each of these definitions of channel width, a comparison is made of the 

relative increase at the apex (or apex region), relative to the inflections (or inflection 

region): 

                                          
 ̅ 

  ̅    ⁄  
    ., 

where  ̅  is the apex (or apex region) width, and  ̅  is the inflection (or inflection 

region) width.  

In order to compare variations in channel width in the vertical between 

different channel bends, the depth-averaged channel width is utilised. The channel 

height was normalised since channel height of submarine channels can vary: i) in the 

downstream direction by a few tens of metres (Klaucke et al., 1997), ii) between 

different channel systems (Shumaker et al., 2018; Jobe et al., 2020) and iii) between 

channels from the same system (Straub et al., 2011a; Maier et al., 2013). Each 

cross-section measurement was normalised by the maximum channel bank height 

for that cross-section. Thus a normalised height of 0 represents the channel base, 

and 1 is equivalent to the maximum channel bank height of a cross-section. In order 

to enable aggregation of different cross-sections across multiple bends, width 

measurements were taken for each cross-section at each intercept of an increments 

of 0.1 of the normalised height. Subsequently, the mean width was calculated per 

normalised channel height increment for the apex and inflection, for both points 

(apex cross-section vs the two inflection cross-sections) and regions, for all channel 

reaches.  
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4.3. Error analysis 

In this analysis, a differentiation is made for horizontal errors between the error 

arising from the DTM resolution, and the standard error of the mean associated with 

the sampled distributions. The different studied channel reaches have DTMs with 

either a horizontal resolution of 50 m or 100 m (cell size). The maximum absolute 

horizontal error for each point, Pi (Fig. 5A), associated with gridding at a given 

resolution is given by: 

         √                   for the 50 m resolution dataset,  

and 

         √                   for the 100 m resolution dataset. 

Therefore each width, measured between two points, has a maximum absolute 

horizontal error of 70.7 m for the 50 m resolution DTM or 141.4 m for the 100 m 

resolution DTM. The absolute error distribution around a grid point, Pi, on the DTM is 

shown in Fig. 5B, and the absolute mean is 0.54 of the maximum value, thus 19.1 m 

or 38.2 m for the 50 m and 100 m DTMs respectively; giving mean absolute width 

errors of 38.2 m or 76.4 m.  

 

Fig. 5. Absolute error distribution around a point on a DTM grid. A) Planform view of 

a DTM grid, showing the distribution of distances (errors) around a point; the length 

of the maximum absolute error is shown with a red line. B) The probability density 
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function of absolute errors around a DTM point; generated from choosing randomly 

selected points in the unit square and calculating the distance to the centre. The 

mean absolute value is 0.38 of the cell size (Weisstein, 2021), thus 0.54 of the 

maximum absolute error. 

 

When taking width measurements from a DTM grid, however, the errors of interest 

are not absolute values, as there will be both positive and negative errors. With 

increasing numbers of measurement points the mean error would tend towards zero. 

Whilst the absolute error distribution for a point, Pi, (Fig. 5B) is not a Gaussian 

distribution, an approximation of the effect of the number of measurement points can 

be given by considering the standard error of the mean,   ̅: 

  ̅   
 

√ 
  

Where σ is the standard deviation, and n is the number of measurement points. The 

best fit Gaussian to the distribution has a standard deviation of 0.20 of the maximum 

absolute error (0.14 of the cell size), giving values of 7.1 m and 14.2 m for the 50 m 

and 100 m DTMs respectively. However, as the true distribution is non-Gaussian we 

conservatively use twice the standard deviation:  

  ̅   
  

√ 
    

n values for mean channel width estimates in this study range from 26 to 780 for the 

50 m resolution, and from 54 to 4879 for the 100 m resolution datasets. Considering 

each end of the width measurement separately, this conservatively gives the 

standard error of the mean for the location error due to each grid point, Pi, as 0.5-2.8 

m, and 0.4-3.9 m for the 50 m and 100 m DTM datasets respectively. Thus taking 

the standard error of the mean for the points at either end of a width measurement, 

gives combined width errors of 1-5.6 m and 0.8-7.8 m for the 50 m and 100 m DTM 
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datasets respectively. It is noted that as we are using 2 standard deviations from the 

mean, actual errors will be considerably lower than those estimated here. Lastly, we 

note that consideration of a planar surface is the conservative case, and that 

incorporation of a slope as present in reality, will further reduce the width errors; the 

error progressively diminishing with increasing slopes. 

 Whilst it is helpful to understand the magnitude of DTM grid related errors in 

the horizontal as discussed above, it is noted that the estimates of mean channel 

width in the present study, include systematic effects from variations in the width 

measurements themselves reflecting true changes in channel morphology, as well 

as the associated DTM grid errors we discussed above. Given the comparatively 

small values of the mean grid errors we do not specifically consider them further. 

Instead we examine the standard error of the mean of the width distributions, of 

which the grid error is a component of the observed variation. 

The error (H) for a single measurement point arising from the vertical 

resolution can be calculated using the instrumental error of 0.5% of the water depth, 

d, (Picot et al., 2016):  

           

Thus the absolute maximum vertical error, |Hmax|, arising from one height 

measurement (two measurement points) is 1% of water depth and varies between 

channels from 40-45 m for the water depths in our study (Table 1). Non-maximum 

vertical errors can be estimated through error propagation:  

        √                         

giving an error of 0.7% of water depth (Table 1). However, such an approach to 

estimating vertical errors is highly misleading since for our study we are not 

interested in the true depth value for a given point, which has these associated 
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errors, but rather in relative errors between two points in the vertical, which have a 

high degree of spatial correlation (Calder, 2006, 2007; Czuba et al., 2011). The 

spatially smooth nature of the extracted cross-sections (e.g., Fig. 4) also 

demonstrates that relative errors across the DTM are far smaller than those 

calculated assuming errors from true depths. Thus we demonstrate via the cross-

sections that we are able to take width measurements at regular 10 m height 

increments that reflect the broad morphology of the channel form. 

Table 1. Summary of the vertical error for height, for each channel system 

Channel name Ax02 Ax12 Ax14 Ax52 

Water depth 

(m) 

3909 to 4062 4409 to 4633 4105 to 4252 4170 to 4499 

Average water 

depth (m) 

4005 4535 4180 4340 

Error (H) for 

height 

measurements 

(m) 

28 33 30 31 

Absolute 

maximum 

error (|Hmax|) 

for height 

measurements 

(m) 

40 45  42 43 
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Statistical analysis was conducted using the two-sample Student‘s t-test to test if a 

significant difference exists between bend apex and bend inflection widths, for a 

range of different width measurements for each channel. The two-sample Student‘s 

t-test is used for two samples with different sizes, that are not paired, and which 

exhibit an underlying normal distribution. The test analyses whether the two means 

are significantly different, or they are random. The hypothesis is the same for each 

tested channel. The null hypothesis is that the apex width is not larger than the 

inflection width. The alternative hypothesis is that apex width is larger than the 

inflection width. The null hypothesis is rejected if the p-value is less than 0.05, 

representing a confidence limit of 95%. As discussed later we find p-values of <0.05 

for the overwhelming majority of our width measurements, suggesting that despite 

the epistemic (systematic variations in channel width spatially) and aleatoric (random 

grid error) uncertainties discussed above, channel widths are larger at bend apices 

than at bend inflections. 

  

4.4. Characteristics of studied channel reaches  

The four studied channel reaches are situated on the Axial Fan of the Congo 

Submarine Fan and are part of the following channels which are from oldest to 

youngest: Ax02, Ax12, Ax14 and Ax52 (Picot et al., 2016, 2019; Fig. 5). Ax52 is the 

active channel and the others are classified as inactive channel reaches. The 

characteristics of each analysed channel reach can be seen in Table 1. The chosen 

channel reach for Ax52 is part of the lower channel-levee complex (Babonneau et 

al., 2002) and was chosen as the degree of overspill starts to increase rapidly in this 

morphological region (Savoye et al., 2009). Additionally, channel slope is relatively 

low and channel width is relatively constant (Babonneau et al., 2002). The inactive 
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channels (Fig. 6A-C) were chosen as they have similarities in planform to the active 

channel (Fig. 6D), but have different locations on the Axial Fan, and were active at 

different points of prograding/retrograding cycles (termed architectural cycles; Picot 

et al. 2016). Additionally, Ax02 and Ax14, are covered by higher resolution 

bathymetric data (50 m resolution compared to 100 m for Ax52 and Ax12). The Ax02 

and Ax12 channels were formed during the first architectural cycle, cycle A, of the 

Axial fan, whereby Ax02 occurred at the beginning of a prograding period and Ax12 

occurred during the peak prograding period of cycle A (Picot et al., 2016). Ax14 

occurred during architectural cycle B during a peak retrograding phase.   
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Table 1. Characteristics of each studied channel reach. 

Name of 

Channel 

Ax02 Ax12 Ax14 Ax52 

Channel 

activity  

Inactive Inactive Inactive Active 

Horizontal 

resolution 

50 m 100 m 50 m 100 m 

Water depth 

(m) 

3909 to 4062 4409 to 4633 4105 to 4252 4170 to 4499 

Along 

channel 

distance from 

canyon head 

(km) 

653 853 694 796 

Straight 

distance of 

reach (km) 

52 73 34 124 

Distance 

along 

channel 

centreline 

(km) 

70 117 47 179 

Sinuosity low (1.36) high (1.6) low (1.42) low (1.44) 

Channel- 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002 
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reach slope 

(m/m) 

Number of 

bends with 

terraces 

(Total bends) 

7 (19) 16 (27) 12 (13) 17 (49) 

Number of 

apex (A) and 

inflection (I) 

region cross-

sections 

133 A 114 I 189 A 162 I 91 A 78 I 343 A 294 I 

Fan 

development  

Beginning of 

prograding 

period 

Peak of 

prograding 

period 

Peak of a 

retrograding 

period 

Prograding 

period 
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Fig. 6. Slope map with identified terraces and bend apices shown for each studied 

channel reach. (A) Ax02-channel. (B) Ax12-channel. (C) Ax14-channel. (D) Ax52-

channel. Flow direction is from right to left. 
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5. Results  

 

Here we first examine width variation around bends in individual channel reaches, 

prior to examining the vertical distribution of channel width, and the relationship 

between width variations and sinuosity. Subsequently, an analysis of width variations 

is made for the compound dataset across all four of the channels reaches. 

 

5.1. Variation of channel width around bends in individual channel reaches 

5.1.1 Overview 

Bank-top channel widths along each channel reach are plotted in Figure 7, and show 

that the channels vary between ~1 and ~5 km in width, with Ax14 the narrowest 

channel at ~1-2 km wide, and Ax12 the widest at ~1-4.5 km. The mean bank-top 

channel width is greater at the apex point compared to the inflection points for the 

majority of bends in all channel reaches, with 18 of 19 bends (95%) for Ax02 (Fig. 

7A), 20 of 27 (74%) for Ax12 (Fig. 7B), 10 of 13 (77%) bends for Ax14 (Fig. 7C), and 

31 of 49 (63%) bends for Ax52 (Fig. 7D) wider at the apex point. Most bends (15 of 

19 bends) for Ax02 were at least 5% wider at the apex point compared to the 

inflection points with 6 bends (Fig. 7A) more than 25% wider, and 2 bends greater 

than 50% wider. Similarly, most bends (19 of 27 bends) for Ax12 were at least 10% 

wider at the apex point compared to the inflection points, with 8 bends (Fig. 7B) more 

than 50% wider. In contrast, 6 of 13 bends in Ax14 were more than 10% wider at the 

bend apex point, with 2 bends >40% wider (Fig. 7C). For Ax52 there were 18 bends 

more than 10% wider, and 7 bends more than 40% wider. Almost identical results 

are observed when examining the data in terms of apex regions versus inflection 

regions (see Supplementary Fig. S1). 
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Fig. 7. Bank-top channel width at individual cross-sections (brown dashed-pointed 

line), at mean bank inflection points (blue dotted line), at bank apex point per bend 

(red solid line), and % wider at apex point, against downstream distance (km) and 

bend number for individual channel reaches A) Ax02, B) Ax12, C) Ax14 and D) 

Ax52. Flow direction is from right to left.
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5.1.2 Variation of channel width around bends: bend apex relative to bend 

inflection points 

The simplest measure of width variation around bends, is to compare the bend apex 

cross-section to the two bend inflection cross-sections. Examining the variation in 

terms of the bank-top channel width it is observed that the width is wider at the apex 

point than at the inflection points for all submarine channels (Ax02, 22% or 379 m 

wider; Ax12, 36% or 856 m wider; Ax14, 13% or 193 m wider; Ax52, 9% or 177 m 

wider; Fig. 8). These differences between bank-top channel widths around bends are 

all statistically significant (p<0.05; Table 3). 

 

Fig. 8. Box and whisker plots of the bank-top channel width between apex point (7a, 

red solid line) and inflection points (1ui, 13di, blue dotted line) for A) Ax02, B) Ax12, 

C) Ax14 and D) Ax52. Data include the widths as measured at the height of the inner 
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and outer banks. Box indicates 25th and 75th percentiles, ―red diamond‖ indicates the 

mean, ―-‖ within the box indicates the median, whiskers indicate 99.3% in a normal 

distribution and ―x‖ indicate outliers. Mean  standard error of the mean, standard 

deviation (std. dev.) and the number of measurements (n) are shown for each 

position. 

 

Looking at depth-averaged measures of the variation between bend axis width and 

bend inflection width, we assess the mean comparative depth-average channel width 

(equal points in the vertical), and the depth-averaged channel width (all points in the 

vertical); see Section 4.2. The mean comparative depth-average channel width is 

also wider at the apex point than at the inflection points for all submarine channels 

(Ax02, 22% or 234 m wider; Ax12, 38% or 548 m wider; Ax14, 6% or 35 m wider; 

Ax52, 8% or 69 m wider; Fig. 9). All of these variations in channel width are 

statistically significant (p <0.05) except for the narrowest channel Ax14 (Table 3).  
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Fig. 9. Box and whisker plots of the comparative depth-avg. channel width between 

apex point (7a, red solid line) and inflection points (1ui, 13di, blue dotted line) for A) 

Ax02, B) Ax12, C) Ax14 and D) Ax52. Data include an equal number of 

measurements per cross-section for each bend and exclude the bank-top channel 

width. Box indicates 25th and 75th percentiles, ―red diamond‖ indicates the mean, ―-‖ 

within the box indicates the median, whiskers indicate 99.3% in a normal distribution, 

and ―x‖ indicate outliers. Mean  percentage error of the mean, standard deviation 

(std. dev.) and the number of measurements (n) are shown for each position. 

 

The data on depth-average channel width that incorporates all the points in the 

vertical are shown in Fig. 10. Bend apices are again shown to be consistently wider 

than bend inflection positions. Whilst the channel width variations are different in 
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absolute terms to those from the comparative depth-averaged width analysis, the 

percentage differences are markedly consistent between the two (Ax02, 23% or 315 

m wider; Ax12, 38% or 648 m wider; Ax14, 7% or 64 m wider; Ax52, 8% or 90 m; 

Fig. 10). As with the comparative depth-averaged width data, all of these variations 

in channel width are statistically significant (p <0.05) except for the narrowest 

channel Ax14 (Table 3). 

 

Fig. 10. Box and whisker plots of the depth-averaged channel width between apex 

point (7a, red solid line) and inflection points (1ui, 13di, blue dotted line) for A) Ax02, 

B) Ax12, C) Ax14 and D) Ax52. Data include the widths as measured at the height of 

the inner and outer banks. Box indicates 25th and 75th percentiles, ―red diamond‖ 

indicates the mean, ―-‖ within the box indicates the median, whiskers indicate 99.3% 

in a normal distribution and ―x‖ indicate outliers. Mean standard error of the mean, 
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standard deviation (std. dev.) and the number of measurements (n) are shown for 

each position. 

 

5.1.3 Variation of channel width around bends: bend apex region relative to 

bend inflection region 

Whilst assessing variation in channel width between bend apex and bend inflection 

points has the advantage of being most comparable to typical river methodologies, 

this approach may not capture the maximum width, nor provide an assessment of 

variations around the whole bend. Therefore, here we assess variations between 

bend apex and bend inflection regions. The bank-top channel width is wider at the 

apex region than at the inflection region for all submarine channels (Ax02, 9% or 167 

m wider; Ax12, 11% or 248 m wider; Ax14, 4% or 64 m wider; Ax52, 1% or 21 m 

wider; Fig. 11). These variations in channel width between regions are statistically 

significant (p <0.05) except for the active channel Ax52 (Table 3). This contrasts with 

bank-top channel width data from the comparison of the apex and inflection points 

where the bend apex was significantly wider than the bend inflections in the active 

channel, Ax52. 
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Fig. 11. Box and whisker plots of the bank-top channel width between apex (4u-10d, 

red solid line) and inflection (1ui-3u, 11d-13di, blue dotted line) regions for A) Ax02, 

B) Ax12, C) Ax14 and D) Ax52. Data include the widths as measured at the height of 

the inner and outer banks. Box indicates 25th and 75th percentiles, ―red diamond‖ 

indicates the mean, ―-‖ within the box indicates the median, whiskers indicate 99.3% 

in a normal distribution and ―x‖ indicate outliers. Mean  standard error of the mean, 

standard deviation (std. dev.) and the number of measurements (n) for each region 

are shown. 

  

The mean comparative depth-average channel width is also wider at the apex region 

than at the inflection region for all submarine channels (Ax02, 13% or 139 m wider; 

Ax12, 11% or 162 m wider; Ax14, 3% or 18 m wider; Ax52, 4% or 32 m wider; Fig. 
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12). With the exception of the narrowest channel, Ax14, all of these variations in 

channel width between regions are statistically significant (p <0.05; Table 3). 

 Fig. 12. Box and whisker plots of the comparative depth-avg. channel width 

between apex (4u-10d, red solid line) and inflection (1ui-3u, 11d-13di, blue dotted 

line) regions for A) Ax02, B) Ax12, C) Ax14 and D) Ax52. Data include an equal 

number of measurements per cross-section for each bend and exclude the bank-top 

channel width. Box indicates 25th and 75th percentiles, ―red diamond‖ indicates the 

mean, ―-‖ within the box indicates the median, whiskers indicate 99.3% in a normal 

distribution and ―x‖ indicate outliers. Mean  percentage error of the mean, standard 

deviation (std. dev.) and the number of measurements (n) for each region are 

shown. 
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Lastly, the mean depth-average channel width is assessed. On this measure, the 

channel is also wider at the apex region than at the inflection region for all submarine 

channel reaches (Ax02, 11% or 151 m wider; Ax12, 11% or 189 m wider; Ax14, 1% 

or 12 m wider; Ax52, 3% or 32 m wider; Fig. 13). With the exception of the narrowest 

channel, Ax14, all of these variations in channel width between regions are 

statistically significant (p <0.05; Table 3). As observed with the points data, the two 

measures of depth-averaged width produce strikingly similar results. In the case of 

the regions data, not only are the percentage differences similar, but even the 

absolute magnitude of the variations are very close to one another. 

 

Fig. 13. Box and whisker plots of the depth-averaged channel width between the 

apex (4u-10d, red solid line) and inflection (1ui-3u, 11d-13di, blue dotted line) 

regions for A) Ax02, B) Ax12, C) Ax14 and D) Ax52. Data include the widths as 
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measured at the height of the inner and outer banks. Box indicates 25th and 75th 

percentiles, ―red diamond‖ indicates the mean, ―-‖ within the box indicates the 

median, whiskers indicate 99.3% in a normal distribution and ―x‖ indicate outliers. 

Mean  standard error of the mean, standard deviation (std. dev.) and the number of 

measurements (n) for each region are shown. 

 

5.1.4 Summary of width variations around bends in individual channels 

All three measures of channel width, at both points (bend apex, and bend inflection 

cross-sections), and regions, produced a consistent result that in all cases the bend 

apex was wider than the bend inflection (Fig. 14). The magnitude of these variations 

varied from 1% to 38% depending on the width measure and the channel reach (Fig. 

14). For three of the channel reaches, Ax02, Ax12 and the active Ax52, all measures 

were statistically significant (p<0.05), with the one exception of the bank-top channel 

width for regions, where Ax52 was not significant (Table 3). In contrast, the 

narrowest channel, Ax14, only showed a significant (p<0.05) variation between bend 

apex and bend inflection width for the two measures of bank-top channel width 

(points, and regions); the depth-averaged measures were not significant (Table 3). 

The two-sample t-test therefore rejected the null hypothesis that the apex-width was 

not larger than the inflection region width, for Ax02, Ax12, Ax52 bar one measure, 

and for the bank-top channel width measures for Ax14 (Table 3). The alternative 

hypothesis that the apex width is wider than the inflection width was therefore 

accepted for almost all cases (Table 3). 

 Measured variations in channel width between bend apices and bend 

inflections are two to three times greater when measuring width at bend apex and 

bend inflections points (6-38% greater at bend apices), than they are for bend 
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regions (1-13%) (Fig. 14). This indicates that maximum channel width is somewhere 

close to the bend apex in these systems, and therefore measuring width changes by 

region has the effect of smoothing out these variations. Nonetheless, even when 

measured across these regions there remains, in most cases, a statistically 

significant enhancement in bend apex widths. 

 The different channel reaches range in the degree to which bends are wider 

at apices relative to inflections (Fig. 14). The widest channel Ax12 shows the 

greatest difference between bend apices and bend inflections, with a difference of 

36-38% on the apex to inflection points measures, and 11% for regions. Ax02 is the 

second widest channel on the depth-averaged measures, and also shows a 

substantial variation between bend apex and inflection, of 22-23% on points 

measures, and 9-13% for regions. Ax52 is the third widest on depth-averaged 

measures, although it is wider than Ax02 on bank-top channel width measures. Bend 

apices are 8-9% wider than inflections for the points data, but only 1-4% wider at 

regions, of which the 1% difference for bank-top channel width at regions is not 

statistically significant (p<0.05). Finally, Ax14 is the narrowest of the channels, and 

here only the bank-top channel width variations of 13% (points) and 4% (regions) are 

statistically significant.  Jo
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Fig. 14. Bar charts showing the percentage width increase at bend apices compared 

to the inflection points (symbol: dots), or between apex and inflection regions 

(symbol: vertical lines), for different measures of channel width. The different width 

measures are depth-avg. width (symbol: white box), comparative depth-avg. width 

(symbol: black box) or the bank-top channel width (symbol: grey box). The inactive 

channels are Ax02, Ax12 and Ax14 and the active channel is Ax52. All results are 

statistically significant (p<0.05) other than both depth-averaged measures for Ax14, 

and the depth-averaged region data for Ax52 (see Table 3).
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Table 3. Results of two-sample Student‘s t-test between bend apex and bend 

inflection widths, for a range of different width measurements, for the four channel 

reaches. The null hypothesis was that the apex-width was not larger than the 

inflection region width. The table reports p-values, or probability values, that identify 

whether a statistically significant relationship exist between two sample groups. A p-

value of <0.05 identifies a statistical significance between two sample groups with a 

95% confidence interval, and rejects the null hypothesis and thus confirms the 

alternative hypothesis. The alternative hypothesis is that bend apex width is greater 

than bend inflection width. ‗None‘ represents no significant relationship. 

Width measure Ax02 Ax12 Ax14 Ax52 

Bank-top channel (points) <0.005 <0.0005 <0.025 <0.0025 

Comp. depth-average (points) <0.01 <0.0005  None <0.01 

Depth-average (points) <0.0005 <0.0005 None <0.005 

Bank-top channel (regions) <0.001 <0.0005 <0.025 None 

Comp. depth-average (regions) <0.001 <0.0005 None <0.005 

Depth-average (regions) <0.0005 <0.0005 None <0.025 

 

Lastly, it is noted that the two measures of depth-averaged width, one with an equal 

number of points for every cross-section (comparative depth-averaged width), and 

one including all data (depth-averaged channel width) are shown to give very similar 

results. This indicates that any height variations around channel bends as a result of 

the enhanced super-elevation in submarine channels, are not unduly biasing the 

measurement of width variations around bends. Given this result, all subsequent 

data analysis uses the depth-averaged width data, therefore retaining all of the 

measured data points. The inclusion of channel banks in the depth-averaged width 
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measurement also enables a reference point for normalisation and comparison of 

width data from the four channel reaches (see Section 5.2). 

 

5.2. Width variation between channel base and channel banks  

The depth-averaged width at both apex and inflection points, and at apex and 

inflection regions, increases with height above the bed for all submarine channels, 

but for Ax02 and Ax12 the magnitude of this difference between the width at the 

apex and at inflections is greater (Figs. 15 and 16). The percentage depth-averaged 

width variation between the apex and inflections is relatively constant with height for 

most of the channels, however more variability is shown for Ax14 (Fig. 16). 

 

Fig. 15. Depth-averaged width with normalised height at A) apex point (red dashed 

line) and inflection points (blue dotted line), and B) apex (red dashed line) and 

inflection region (blue dotted line) for all channel reaches (Ax02, Ax12, Ax14, and 

Ax52). The normalised height was calculated using the maximum height of each 

cross-section. Width measurements were calculated by taking the intersection of the 

normalised height at 0.1 increments with the extracted cross-section profile. 
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Afterwards the data were averaged. Each data-point corresponds to the average of 

all bends of a reach. 
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Fig. 16. Percentage width increase at the apex with normalised height, at A) apex 

point, and B) apex region, for all channel reaches (Ax02, Ax12, Ax14, and Ax52). 

The normalised height was calculated using the maximum height of each cross-

section. 

 

5.3. Channel width variation as a function of sinuosity  

Here we assess whether sinuosity and variations in channel width around bends are 

related. In Fig. 17 the apex-inflection ratio is plotted against sinuosity, with the ratio 

representing the depth-averaged width at the bend apex region, divided by the 

depth-averaged width at the bend inflection region, for a given bend. The apex 

region width was wider than the inflection region width in the majority of cases for 

bends across all sinuosity classes; straight (P1.2), low sinuosity, and high sinuosity 

(Figs. 16 and 17). The majority of bends were classified as straight (n=53), with a 

more equal distribution between low sinuosity bends (n=24) and high sinuosity bends 
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(n=31). 

 

Fig. 17. Bar charts showing the apex-inflection width ratio for A) bends classified as 

straight (1≤P≤1.2), B) low sinuosity bends (1.2<P<1.5), and C) high sinuosity bends 

(P≥1.5). Sinuosity was obtained for each bend and corresponds to the ratio between 

bend length and inflection length (see Fig. 3A). 

 

A second way to assess the relationship between sinuosity and variations in width 

around channel bends, is to plot mean apex width at regions, against mean inflection 
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width at regions, as a function of sinuosity classes (Fig. 18). The linear regression 

varied little between bends classified as straight, low sinuosity, and high sinuosity, 

suggesting that there is little if any relationship between sinuosity and a wider apex 

region width (Fig. 18). No difference is seen between different channel reaches.  

 

 

Fig. 18. Depth-averaged apex region width versus depth-averaged inflection region 

width for A) bends classified as straight (1≤P≤1.2), B) low sinuosity bends 

(1.2<P<1.5), and C) high sinuosity bends (P≥1.5). The following channels were 

used: Ax02 (19 bends, circle), Ax12 (27 bends, cross), Ax14 (13 bends, square) and 

Ax52 (49 bends, diamond). Each point represents one bend and contains 

measurements from the depth-averaged channel width. Sinuosity was obtained for 
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each bend and corresponds to the ratio between bend length and inflection length 

(see Fig. 3A).  
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5.4. Channel width variation as a function of radius of curvature 

The relationship between the percentage bank-top channel width increase at the 

bend apex point relative to inflection points is plotted as a function of radius of 

curvature normalised by the bank-top channel width (Fig. 19). These data can be 

fitted by an envelope that describes the maximum width increase at bend apices 

relative to inflections for a given normalised radius of curvature. This envelope 

shows that channel apices are at their widest relative to inflections for tight bends, 

peaking at a radius of curvature-channel width ratio between 0.3 and 0.4 for Ax02, 

Ax12 and Ax52 and slightly above 0.4 for Ax14.  

 

Fig. 19. Relationship between the percentage bank-top channel width increase at 

the bend apex point relative to inflection points, and the ratio of radius of curvature to 

bank-top channel width, is shown for A) Ax02 (19 bends), B) Inactive channel reach 

Ax12 (27 bends), C) Inactive channel reach Ax14 (13 bends) and D) Active channel 

reach Ax52 (49 bends). Each point represents one bend. The radius of curvature 
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was measured for each bend using the curve-fitting method (Brice, 1973, 1974) 

along the channel base centreline. The channel width is the bank-top channel width 

of the 13 cross-sections along the bend. 

 

5.5. Overall trend of channel width variation around bends 

A strong correlation is observed between the mean depth-averaged apex region 

width and the mean depth-averaged inflection region width (Fig. 20A) with an R2 

value of 0.85 (linear) for all 108 bends from the four channel reaches. The majority 

(70%) of bends (76 from 108 bends) were on average 161 m or 10% wider at the 

apex region compared to the inflection region. For the remaining 32 bends, the 

inflection region was on average 92 m or 7% wider compared to the apex region. 

Bends with terraces or no terrace present at the inner bend had a similar trend (Fig. 

20B) with an R2 of 0.83 (terrace) and 0.81 (no terrace). Bends without terraces 

exhibited slightly wider bends at apex regions relative to bend inflection regions, 

compared with those bends with terraces, for bends greater than 1000 m wide.  

80% of bends from the inactive channel reaches are wider at the apex region 

(Fig. 21; 17 out of 19 bends for Ax02, 21 out of 27 bends for Ax12 and 9 out of 13 

bends for Ax14) with R2 values between 0.50 and 0.78, whereas the active channel 

reach has 59% of bends wider at the apex region (Fig. 21; 29 out of 49 bends for 

Ax52), with an R2 value of 0.7.  
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Fig. 20. A) Mean apex-region width versus mean inflection region width. Each point 

represents one bend and contains measurements of the depth-averaged channel 
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width. The mean width for a bend was obtained from six cross sections for mean 

inflection-region and seven cross-sections for mean apex region width. A high 

correlation (blue dashed line, R2=0.85) is shown. The active channel reach is Ax52 

(49 bends, diamond). Inactive channel reaches are Ax02 (19 bends, circle), Ax12 (27 

bends, cross) and Ax14 (50 m resolution, 13 bends, square). B) Mean apex region 

width versus mean inflection region width for bends with terraces present or not. 

Bends with a terrace (cross) had an R2 of 0.83 and bends with no terrace (circle) had 

an R2 of 0.81. Black dotted line represents an equal mean inflection region and apex 

region width.  
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Fig. 21. Mean apex region width versus mean inflection region width. Each point 

represents one bend and is based on depth-averaged measurements. Blue dashed 

line represents the linear regression and black dotted line represents equal mean 

apex and inflection region width. A) Active channel reach Ax52 (49 bends), B) 

Inactive channel reach Ax02 (19 bends), C) Inactive channel reach Ax12 (27 bends), 

and D) Inactive channel reach Ax14 (13 bends). 

 

6. Discussion 

 

We have presented clear evidence in inactive and active reaches of the Congo 

channel that submarine channel bends are significantly wider at bend apices than 
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they are at bend inflections, for both points and regions. Here we explore how these 

results compare to alluvial river channels, and examine the implications for 

sedimentation at channel bends, and bend evolution. The question of whether these 

channels are dominated by bank pull or bar push processes is then examined. 

Lastly, we assess the potential role of climate forcing in controlling variations in width 

around bends. 

  

6.1. Comparison of submarine channel bends to river bends 

In order to directly compare these submarine channels to the results obtained from 

sinuous point-bar rivers (type C of the Brice (1975) classification; Lagasse et al., 

2004; Eke et al., 2014a), the mean width at the channel banks, which is equivalent to 

bankfull level in rivers (Clark et al., 1992; Pirmez and Imran, 2003; Konsoer et al., 

2013), from the inflection points and apex point is taken. The results show that bend 

apices for the Congo channel reaches had bank-top channel widths that were 

between 9 and 36% greater than bend inflections. This compares to a 14% increase 

in width at the apex point for rivers as observed by Eke et al. (2014a). However, this 

width difference may be an overestimation for submarine channels as they exhibit 

lower gradient banks than rivers (rather V-shaped cross-sections; Islam et al., 2008). 

If we assume that the rivers essentially have vertical banks, then a more appropriate 

comparison for submarine channels may be the depth-averaged widths at the bend 

apex and inflection points. However, the Congo channels exhibit a very similar 

variation as for the bank-top channel widths, with bend apices 7-38% wider than 

bend inflections. 

 There may be ambiguity by looking solely at the apex and the two inflection 

points for both rivers and submarine channels as comparison between regions might 
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be a better guide to the width variations around bends as this approach acts to 

smooth out outliers at the apices and inflections. However, it is not possible to 

directly compare such figures to the data from rivers. A simpler measure is to 

compare the number of bends that are wider at the apex region, and in this respect 

the observed submarine channels from Axial Congo Fan are similar to rivers (60%; 

Eke et al., 2014a), with active channel reaches very similar (59%) and inactive 

channel reaches a little higher (70%-89%) based on depth-averaged widths. 

The results from the apex and inflection points suggest that there is an 

increased variation in width changes around bends for Ax02 and Ax12 (23% and 

38% greater at bend apices in terms of depth-averaged width; 22-36% for bank-top 

channel width), whereas Ax14 and Ax52 exhibit a smaller variation (7-8%, and 9-

13% on the same measures) respectively, compared to sinuous point-bar rivers (Eke 

et al., 2014a, b). The reason(s) for a difference in width variation between rivers and 

Ax02 and Ax12 and also within/between submarine channels is unclear. Possible 

explanations include super-elevation which is around two orders of magnitude 

greater compared to rivers (Dorrell et al., 2013), and may vary between submarine 

channels and within submarine channels. Strong overspill related to super-elevation 

can lead to sandier deposits at the outer bank, forming spillover lobes and sediment 

waves (Nakajima et al., 1998; Wynn and Stow, 2002; Posamentier, 2003; Morris et 

al., 2014a). Sediment waves resulting from this overspill have been observed in the 

Congo system (Migeon et al., 2004). Potentially these less cohesive sandier deposits 

may be more erodible than equivalent outer bank deposits in rivers. Asymmetry in 

exhumed levees has been reported (Kane and Hodgson, 2011), with outer bank 

external levees being thicker and having a higher sand content. Furthermore, 

erodibility of submarine levees would be enhanced in systems prone to avulsion and 
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progradation, such as the Congo, where the base of the levee is commonly a sand-

prone frontal lobe (e.g. Morris et al., 2014b; Picot et al., 2016). Alternatively, such 

variation between bank erodibility might be related to strongly variable flow 

structures and induced shear stresses. The 3D-helical flow structure in submarine 

channels is composed of a downstream primary flow component, and a cross-stream 

secondary flow component, as in rivers (e.g., Peakall and Sumner, 2015; 

Davarpanah Jazi et al., 2020; Wells and Dorrell, 2021). However, the orientation of 

the helix is frequently reversed relative to rivers, with basal flow at bend apices going 

from the inner to outer bank (e.g., Peakall and Sumner, 2015; Dorrell et al., 2018; 

Wells and Dorrell, 2021). Experiments and simulations have shown that this reversal 

in secondary flow causes the downstream flow velocity core (the area with the 

highest downstream velocities) to increase in magnitude and be moved towards the 

outer bank (Keevil et al., 2006; Giorgio Serchi et al., 2011). This movement of the 

downstream flow core may intensify outer bank erosion. However, it remains unclear 

how the position and strength of the downstream velocity core varies between rivers 

and submarine channels, and between submarine channels. Reversal of the 

secondary flow field does lead to flow impinging (impacting at an oblique angle) on 

the outer bank further around the bend than in rivers, at least for constant width 

channels (e.g. Keevil et al., 2006), and again this may cause enhanced erosion at 

the outer bank due to deflection of the flow towards the outer bank. 

One might expect these factors to apply to all of the submarine channels, yet 

there is a lot of variation between the channel reaches. We return to this question at 

the end of the discussion where we consider possible differences in external forcing 

between channels. 
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6.2. Sedimentation at channel bends 

The evidence for wider bend apices has profound implications for sedimentation 

within submarine channels. Point-bars are often not observed in submarine 

channels, likely because such tractional forms only form when migration is rapid 

relative to aggradation (Sylvester et al., 2011). However, where present, 

observations from fixed width channel experiments (Peakall et al., 2007; Amos et al., 

2010; Wells and Cossu, 2013; Cossu and Wells, 2013) and simulations (Darby and 

Peakall, 2012), suggest that point-bars are preferentially formed downstream of bend 

apices. This position beyond the bend apex is because, as noted earlier, secondary 

circulation is frequently reversed in turbidity currents relative to river channel flows 

(Corney et al., 2006, 2008; Dorrell et al., 2013; Peakall and Sumner, 2015), and this 

leads to flow being outwardly directed for further around the bend than in rivers. 

These experiments and simulations also exhibit tight bends where there may be an 

enhanced phase lag between curvature and secondary flow strength (Zhou et al., 

1993; Ezz and Imran, 2014). As a consequence, the point at which flow and 

sediment flux converge, in turn driving sedimentation and point-bar development 

(Nelson and Smith, 1989), is beyond the bend apex, rather than dominantly at the 

bend apex as in rivers (Peakall et al., 2007; Amos et al., 2010; Peakall and Sumner, 

2015).  

This delay in the convergence of flux at the inner bend as a result of reversed 

secondary circulation will still occur in natural submarine channels but the increased 

width at the bend apex will affect the flow dynamics. The increased width at bend 

apices will lead to a reduction of the outwardly directed centrifugal force in the 

upstream part of the bend where channel width is increasing, leading to reduced flow 

super-elevation relative to constant width channels, and a corresponding decrease in 
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the pressure gradient force at the base of the flow. Past the bend apex as the 

channel narrows, super-elevation and the pressure gradient force will be maintained 

for longer than in a constant width channel, and the flow towards the inner bank will 

be enhanced; in turn these aspects will lead to flow convergence and traction-

dominated sedimentation further upstream than in fixed width channels (cf. Nelson 

and Smith, 1989). Interestingly, channel width at bend apices relative to inflections 

increases to a maximum for bends where radius of curvature is relatively small (Fig. 

19), suggesting that as bends tighten the channel undergoes adjustment therefore 

reducing the associated increase in centrifugal forces, and enhancing the flow 

patterns described above. For suspension-driven deposition, increasing width at 

bend apices, particularly at tight bends where apices are relatively widest, is likely to 

further enhance flow separation at the inner bank relative to that observed in fixed 

width channels (Straub et al., 2008, 2011b; Janocko et al., 2013; Basani et al., 

2014), thus driving sedimentation and formation of oblique accretion deposits at the 

inner bend (Straub et al., 2011b; Peakall and Sumner, 2015). Such suspension-

dominated sedimentation is in keeping with observations of modern and ancient 

submarine channel-fills where low-angle, inclined, low-amplitude (fine-grained in 

ancient examples), sediments are observed at inner bends, often above thinner 

point-bar deposits (Schwenk et al., 2005; Deptuck et al., 2007; Babonneau et al., 

2010; Hodgson et al., 2011; Kolla et al., 2012; Peakall and Sumner, 2015).  

Taken together, the effects of wider channel apices on tractional- and 

suspension-driven sedimentation will result in point-bar development much closer to 

the bend-apex (Fig. 22). This result suggests resolution of a contradiction at the 

heart of our understanding of submarine channel bend development. Theoretical, 

experimental and numerical work have all indicated that point-bar development is 
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further downstream in submarine channels than in rivers, which would be expected 

to be associated with bank erosion beyond the bend apex and enhanced 

downstream migration (sweep; Peakall and Sumner, 2015). However, planform 

studies of aggradational channels on passive margins have paradoxically long 

indicated that bend development is instead dominated by bend amplitude growth 

(swing; Peakall et al., 2000a, b; Jobe et al., 2016). Our understanding has been 

based on an absence of knowledge of width variation in submarine channels, and 

thus has assumed the simplest possible case, that of fixed width channels (i.e. 

canaliform). As shown here for the Congo submarine channels, a width variation 

does occur, with bend apices typically wider than inflections, and this clearly has 

important ramifications, leading to deposition closer to bend apices (Fig. 22). 

Consideration of width variation changes around submarine bends and their likely 

influence on sedimentation appears to be the ‗missing link‘ for a holistic 

understanding of bend dynamics in submarine channels. 

 

Fig. 22. Summary diagram of submarine channels illustrating that they are wider at 

bend apices compared to inflections. Purple dotted line represents apex cross-

section and green dashed lines represent inflection cross-sections. Postulated 
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positions of maximum erosion (white area) and aggradation (black area) are shown. 

This schematic diagram also suggests that point bars and zones of outer bank 

erosion are located more symmetrically around the bend apex, rather than 

prominently downstream of the bend apex; for channels without significant external 

tectonic or topographic influence.  

 

6.3. Bank pull or bar push? 

The clear and consistently wider bend apices relative to inflections, observed in 

these Congo channels, are consistent with actively migrating channels, as observed 

in rivers. However, there is a question as to what is driving this migration. Is this a 

result on inner bend deposition (bar push) or outer bank erosion (bank pull)? Point-

bar deposits composed of high amplitude deposits are relatively thin in the Congo 

channels, in the small number of examples where data allows them to be recognised 

(Babonneau et al., 2010). This is in keeping with other submarine channels, where 

point-bars, if present, typically do not scale with flow depth as they do in alluvial 

rivers (Nakajima et al., 2009; Darby and Peakall, 2012). Overlying these high 

amplitude deposits are vertically accreting, low-angle inclined finer-grained units that 

have similar seismic response to the external levee deposits (Babonneau et al., 

2010). The geometry of these finer-grained deposits suggests that they were 

deposited after the initial formation of the point-bar (Babonneau et al., 2010). 

Consequently, only deposition of the thin point-bar deposit could act as bar push, 

and it is not clear if this would be sufficient to control channel migration. The 

overlying finer-grained material is filling in space at the inner bank, and thus is 

responding to bank pull at that level. The presence of very wide bend apices relative 

to inflections as observed in Ax02 and Ax12 casts further doubts on the applicability 
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of bar push in this system. Instead such width variation, suggests that bank pull may 

be the dominant process here, leading to the creation of space at the inner bend. 

Given the thin point-bars, this may also be the case for Ax14 and Ax52 with their 

smaller relative increases in width at bend apices compared to inflections. These 

observations, notably the marked increases in channel width at bend apices, support 

the conceptual ideas of Peakall and Sumner (2015) who previously suggested that 

submarine channels may be controlled by bank pull as submarine channels 

frequently do not have point bars and in many cases the inner bend deposits are 

instead composed of finer-grained deposits analogous to oblique accretion deposits 

in mixed load rivers. We therefore suggest that submarine channels may be 

dominated by bank pull, in contrast to rivers where there is evidence for both bar 

push and bank pull depending on the system (e.g., Constantine et al., 2014; Eke et 

al., 2014a,b; Van de Lageweg et al., 2014; Donovan et al., 2021). 

 

6.4. Control on width of submarine channel bends 

The results of this study, in combination with the theoretical arguments of Peakall 

and Sumner (2015), suggest that bank pull, and channels that have wider bend 

apices, are likely typical for submarine-fan channels. One key question is whether 

the variation in channel width, caused by the ratio of the relative rates of erosion at 

the outer bank, and deposition at the inner bank (Eke et al., 2014a, b), is a function 

of flow properties such as sediment yield and composition, and volume, and by 

extension the type of turbiditic flows. If such flow properties are a key driver, then 

changes in channel width would be expected geographically, and for a given system 

then changes over time are predicted if affected by allogenic forcing. The present 

dataset allows this question to be examined. Monsoonal cycles have been linked to 
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the architectural cycle of the Congo Fan for the last 40 kyr (Picot et al., 2019). Picot 

et al. (2019) suggest based on pollen assemblages (proxy for vegetation cover), 

kaolinite/smectite (K/S) ratio (proxy for freshwater plume intensity and thus discharge 

of the Congo River), and monsoon index, that prograding periods are related to an 

increase in monsoonal intensity and therefore humidity and freshwater input. 

Furthermore, retrograding periods are related to a low monsoonal intensity and 

hence decrease in humidity and freshwater input. Picot et al. (2019) identified three 

types of monsoonal periods in the last 40 kyr: arid, humid, and transition monsoonal 

period from humid to arid. During arid monsoonal periods there is low discharge, 

increased sediment yield (Jansen et al., 1984), and more coarse sediment relative to 

mud, which leads to a low transport capacity of turbidity currents and channel infill. In 

contrast, humid periods correspond to higher discharge, and reduced sediment yield 

(Jansen et al., 1984) producing clays and a higher mud/sand ratio, which leads to 

high capacity turbidity currents and probably increased confinement by channel 

erosion and levee construction (Picot et al., 2019). A transitional monsoonal period 

from arid to humid causes the retrogradation due to an increase in precipitation and 

river runoff, prior to re-establishment of vegetation, which increases erosion and 

coarse sediment production, and hence channel infill.  

Here, we utilise the degree to which the apex is wider than the inflections 

based on depth-averaged width measurements for each channel. A relative age 

constraint for each channel (Picot et al., 2019) is then utilised and compared to a 

monsoonal cycle extending over the past 200 kyr, as predicted by numerical models 

(Caley et al., 2011), which gives an environmental setting during channel formation 

(Fig. 23). The assumption is made that the relationship between monsoon period 

and progradation/retrogradation identified by Picot et al. (2019) for the past 40 kyr, 
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holds over this 200 kyr period and that the width measurements are interrelated to 

the monsoonal cycle. It must be noted that this comparison has a number of 

assumptions including a small sample size. However, it might explain width 

variations between different submarine channels. Ax14 was formed during a 

retrograding period at the beginning of cycle B during a peak dry monsoonal period 

(Picot et al., 2019). An arid climate may have led to flow sizes and capacity being 

small, and therefore less sediment being eroded at outer banks, which would have 

led to a narrow apex (7% wider depth-averaged width at the apex point relative to 

the inflection points). Ax12 may have occurred during an arid to humid period with a 

peak prograding phase at the end of cycle A (Picot et al., 2019), and so flow sizes 

and capacity would have increased, and more sediment was likely subsequently 

eroded at outer banks. Hence, the apex was comparatively wide (38% wider depth-

averaged width at the apex point relative to the inflection points). Ax02 also has a 

high apex width (23% wider on the same measure) as it occurred at the beginning of 

the prograding period of cycle A which follows a retrograding peak. An increase in 

river freshwater input and a decrease in solid discharge at the beginning of the 

progradation that follows the retrogradation maximum may explain the increase in 

capacity of turbidity currents and a high apex-region width for Ax02. Lastly, the active 

channel Ax52 occurred during the maximum progradation of cycle D, which 

correlated with a transition towards a more arid west African monsoonal system (Fig. 

23; Caley et al., 2011), where vegetation cover and river liquid and solid discharge 

decrease and hence sediment capacity reduced, which would fit with the apex-region 

width being comparatively low (8% wider on the same measure). All of these 

comparisons assume that there is no significant change in submarine channel cross-

sectional morphology during the process of avulsion and shutdown. For instance, 
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smaller flows may be expected to run up and deposit their sediment on outer banks, 

potentially forming outer bank bars (Nakajima et al., 2009). That said, the variations 

between different climatic conditions is probably greater than channels being 

currently active or not, and hence the data may suggest that there is a relationship 

between channel bend variation and turbiditic flow characteristics driven by climatic 

conditions. In summary, turbidity currents with enhanced transport capacity appear 

to be associated with channels with an enhanced width variation, with wider bend 

apices relative to inflections.  

 

Fig. 23. Relationship between climate, progradation/retrogradation, and channel 

bend width variations. Aspects modified from Caley et al. (2011) and Picot et al. 

(2016, 2019). Channel bend width variations are based on depth-averaged width 

measurements from the apex point and inflection points.
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7. Conclusions 

 

This study has analysed the nature of cross-sectional width variation around 

submarine channel bends, from both active and inactive channels on the Congo Fan. 

All the studied submarine-fan channels were dominated by bends where the apex is 

wider than the inflections, which is similar to actively migrating meandering rivers. 

The result that bends are in general wider at bend apices, combined with 

consideration of depositional processes, suggests that bend migration in submarine 

channels is controlled by outer-bank erosion (bank pull) rather than by inner-bend 

deposition (bar push). A key paradox in our understanding of the dynamics of 

aggradational submarine channels has been that field observations typically indicate 

dominantly lateral bend expansion, whilst laboratory and numerical models predict 

downstream translation of bends. In the absence of any data, and for simplicity, all 

numerical and experimental work has assumed constant width channels. Herein it is 

shown that this assumption is incorrect, and increased channel width at bend apices 

provides an answer to this paradox. The three-dimensional flow dynamics in bends 

with wider bend apices are predicted to lead to the locus of tractional sedimentation, 

in the form of point-bars, moving towards the bend apex, compared to that modelled 

in previous process studies. Enhanced flow separation in bends also likely leads to 

suspension-driven sedimentation in the additional space at the inner bend. 

Asymmetry in the erodibility of the outer and inner banks due to super-elevation and 

overspill of sandier parts of flows will further enhance bank pull dynamics. 

Comparison of the morphological changes between channels and the climate 

conditions at the time of their formation, suggests that there may be a relationship 

between channel bend variation and climatic-driven variation in sediment source 
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composition and turbiditic flow characteristics. Flows with a higher transport capacity 

appear to be associated with channels with an enhanced width variation, with wider 

bend apices relative to inflections. 
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Highlights 

 Width variation around bends in submarine-fan channels is similar to rivers 

 Submarine-fan channels are controlled by bank pull (outer bank erosion) 

 Bank pull has profound implications for flow and sedimentation processes  

 A general wider apex region suggests point-bar development nearer the bend 

apex 

 Width variation is linked to flow characteristics, in turn related to climate Jo
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